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in-store marketing

HELLO
As we all know the retail world is going through
challenging times.
Retail aesthetics are going above and beyond
and people no longer expect good design,
they expect excellence.

DEC 2014

My name is James and it’s my pleasure to
introduce you to this month’s edition of…
LIFE IN THE RETAIL SPACE
A monthly publication keeping us all a little closer
to what’s happening in the market place.

www.thevalleygroup.com

james haggas

NEWS FROM THE STREET
This month The Shopper Agency have taken over the publication to bring
us insight into driving experiential ideas to the retail space.
In December we also see news from Sainsbury’s looking to reduce checkout
times and Google taking on North Americas largest advertising space.
We are delighted to have articles from Kate Hardcastle, Martin Fawcett and
Iain McCue discussing the importance and engagement greater retail
experiences can bring to brand marketing.
In the run up to Christmas The Shopper Agency also share with us a small
sample of insight taken from their study on Who’s retailing their promises this
Christmas.

“Experiences” are
described as ‘private
events that occur in
response to stimulation;
often resulting from
direct observation
and/or participation in
events, whether real,
virtual or in dreams.’

U

p until recently, experiences
were something consumers did.
Nowadays, economic activity
aims not for output, but for experiences via
consumption, a fact in itself that is causing
the rise of the latest trend of ‘experiential
marketing’ or experience marketing.
Experiential marketing is a relatively new
paradigm of marketing, initially derived from
the concept of the “Experience Economy”,
first proposed by Pine and Gilmore in 1998.
It works on the assumption that consumers
are emotional beings concerned with
achieving pleasurable experiences, and is
said to have been caused by the natural
progression from an economy formed
around selling products and services,
to one that thrives from selling via direct
or indirect experiences.
In recognition of this trend,
we’ve looked at some of the best
examples in the market and come
up with OUR TOP 5.

Martin Fawcett,
Managing Director
The Shopper Agency
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SPRITE SHOWER Yes, that’s right.

In 2012 on one of the busiest beaches
in Brazil, Sprite installed a “Sprite Shower”
(showering people with water - not Sprite). Paired
with sampling bays around the shower, this
revolutionary example of experiential marketing
allowed Sprite to leverage the brand, whilst
enabling consumers to feel the refreshing effects,
quite literally, all over their bodies.
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COCA COLA SKYFALL Coke turned
commuters into 007 agents for 70
seconds only... and as you can imagine
it went down a treat! The video went viral in hours,
breaking company records for online views and
engagement, and enabling Coke to stimulate
consumer conversation around the central
campaign idea of ‘Coke Zero drives you
to unlock the 007 in you’.
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NORTH FACE DISAPPEARING FLOOR

Customers at a North Face store in
Korea were treated to a cruel surprise
when, following a few moments of browsing, the
clothing racks ascended to the ceiling and floor
retracted to the walls, leaving the customers no
choice but to climb the walls! Those that managed
to cling onto the walls were then given 30 seconds
to jump for a suspended jacket, all as part of
North Face’s “Never Stop Exploring” campaign.
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REDBULL STRATOS In 2012

the world held their breath as
Felix Baumgartner descended from
the edge of space, breaking records left right
and centre, including “First Skydiver to reach
the Speed of Sound” and gaining the highestever concurrent viewing figure on YouTube.
And guess what? The whole death defying
stunt was sponsored by none other than
RedBull, who engaged over 7 million people
via social media with their ‘go big or go home’
experiential marketing campaign for the well
known slogan “Red Bull gives you wings”.
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ADIDAS JUMP STORE EVENT

Adidas brought Chicago Bulls point
guard Derrick Rose with them to
London to help them promote his line of
Adidas branded trainers, in a storewhere all
the shoes were free. The catch? The customers
were welcome to leave with the free trainers if,
and only if, they could jump and reach them
from a 10-foot-high shelf, the standard height
of a basketball hoop. The result? Undiscovered
talent, discovered.
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takes
over
Times
Square
with largest digital screen in North America.
As of November 24th,
Google has officially taken
over Times Square with a
screen that is more than
25,000 square feet in size,
eight stories tall and the
length of one block between
45th and 46th Street. It is
estimated to be seen by
over 300,000 people on
a daily basis.
During the first week the screen will
demonstrate an interactive mobile
game in which people in Times
Square can “Androidify” themselves

then get online and play with their
character on the big screen. Games
include football challenges and virtual
swimming, and there is an elevated
stage in front of the billboard where
players control their characters with
sensors which act like Xbox’s Kinect
Google are also expected to push
other products including Chrome and
the Nexus during with campaign,
although it has been made clear that
some of the space will be donated to
non-profit organizations; Made with
Code, Charity Water, WWF, Khan
Academy, NRDC, Donors Choose,
and Give Directly

Which half of your advertising works…
It was John Wannamaker who allegedly said
that half of advertising worked, the trouble
was he didn’t know which half. As Christmas
approaches the major retailers have been
exerting their creative credentials with a series
of blockbuster adverts in prime time TV.
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The Sainsbury’s advert tied into the British Legion fundraising
appeal shows its socially responsive side – but they did also
have a sell-out on the advertised chocolate bars. The John
Lewis and Boots adverts by contrast focus on the family
Christmas, with a reinforce of what the brand stands for.

Of more interest has been a move away from celebrity
use for some retailers. Using celebrities comes with
a health warning as they do not always live and breathe
the brand. The damage to Iceland’s quite witty campaign
with the off-hand comment made by its star, Peter Andre
on a quiz show, remains to be seen. One only has to trawl
back to Gerald Ratner’s comments about the difference
between the 99p earrings his chain sold and an M&S
prawn sandwich. His answer? M&S prawn sandwiches
last longer. His retail firm then nosedived.

UK
high
street
set
to
receive...
a £1.3m Christmas bonus through Click & Collect
A new study conducted by eBay and retail consultancy firm Conlumino, predicts a huge boost
for UK high streets over the holiday period, largely attributed to the growth in Click and Collect
shopping-with a suggested rise from £2.1 billion in 2013 to £3 billion this year. The study also
anticipates that last minute shoppers will make up to three additional trips to pick up goods bought
via Click and Collect, and in doing so, small neighbourhood high streets will reap the benefits.
Tanya Lawler, vice president of eBay
in the UK, said: “As retailers look for
Christmas to help them recover (from
the Indian summer), Click & Collect
presents a huge opportunity as
shoppers combine clicks with bricks
like never before.”
“We believe in collaborating, not
competing with the high street. Our
Click & Collect offering with Argos

is creating a presence for smaller
ecommerce businesses. We’ve seen
sellers and shoppers really embrace
Click & Collect, but this is the first time
we’ve quantified the wider benefits
to retail.”
The results of the study further predict
that the average Click and Collect
high street visit will drive around £27 in
impulse spending, with three quarters

SAINSBURY’S TO LAUNCH AN APP
THAT REDUCES CHECKOUT TIME
Sainsbury’s will be trialling a new shopping app over the
coming weeks which allows customers to “build” their baskets
via smartphone - cutting down the time spent in store and at
the till to “seconds”. Not only does the app allow customers
to build their basket but it also navigates them to the product
within the store, reducing their wandering time significantly.
Jon Rudoe Digital and technology
director at Sainsbury’s states, “They
(customers) still want to come into
store - but with limited time, they want
to be able to get their shop done
quickly. That’s why we’re putting digital
firmly at the forefront of our agenda,

and putting technology in the hands
of our customers.”
With that in mind, the app will also
allow customers to self scan items
on the shelf and enable payment via
a mobile, dramatically reducing
queuing time.

of shoppers buying additional goods
and services whilst out collecting
parcels. Nationwide this will amount
to a whopping £1.15 billion of
“spontaneous spend”, all through
the increased opportunity for browsing,
buying and snacking.

website also notes further
upgrades including;
• More flexible delivery
slots, with bookings on the
half hour as well as he hour
• Greener delivery options,
allowing shoppers to book
slots in one vehicle if
it’s delivering to neighbours
• Partnership with Zapp,
a company which allows
payment at the checkout
via smartphone.
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KATE HARDCASTLE
I don’t believe any one of us can lay claim
to exclusive rights on ‘Delivering Happiness’
- I know we have used it in many seminars
& talks, Zappos run their business by it –
and many more have cited it as the way
businesses should focus.
And why should it be exclusive? The more
businesses working to deliver the good stuff
– the better, I say. But DO they deliver it?
There lies the rub.
How many businesses have you come in contact
with in the last 6 months that have over promised
& under delivered? Whether its’ the pristine image
on a website that never lives up to reality, the
product that doesn’t do what it says on the tin
– the disappointment we feel towards being let
down by a business is increasing.
As vendors, we have to shout loud in the crowd
to get our brand voice heard – but some of

“ Creating a fanfare about a product,
service or event is understandable,
but we have to live up to the promise.”
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today’s claims really don’t live up to reality. What
might lead to a persuaded sale this time, will
create poorer relations in the future if it does not
fulfil the promise

Currently a British retailer is
working hard to lure customers
back into store – and have
hosted a ‘VIP’ event to do so.
To you & I – this is a four day
price promotion window, and
much needed footfall driver
As part of a project, I went in to
a store during the promotion with
a client and first impressions
certainly would suggest a few
more shoppers. Job done?
THEN WE HEARD THE FOLLOWING
Prospective Customer 1
“What makes it a VIP event?”
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Prospective Customer 1 “Well
they should be – but I don’t
understand the VIP bit”

Prospective Cu
stomer 1 “Maybe
people who shop
here a lot have
a VIP discount vo
ucher then?”
(Person) 1 “Probably –
come on, lets go”

Its an isolated overheard
conversation – but experience
tells me there were probably
more comments like it. Actually
switching off the very people you

want switching on – because
the sign posting around the
event just wasn’t clear enough.
Creating a fanfare about a
product, service or event is
understandable, but we have
to live up to the promise. I am
not suggesting for one minute
that the we all become very
vanilla in our existence and
don’t put the ‘show business’
into our show – but we need
to do this whilst working to gain
and retain an ongoing respect
from the customer.
We have more opportunities
than ever before to talk to &
interact with our customer, and
we need to maximise the value
of these. Creating a thought
through approach of every
step of the journey, and where
a customers mind might be
at each stage may be a more
considered & timely approach –
but using the right tone of voice
at the right time will make a
more engaging experience
Discounts are an exciting
immediate draw – but how are
you going to build a relationship
for next time?
The latest results demonstrate
just how fickle a shopper we’re
dealing with today – and we

all know it is more costly to
attract a new customer than
to retain an existing.
Customers enjoy spending
money with the brands that
have built a relationship with
them over the years and
appreciate their consistency
& reliability and when needed –
their refresh of offer.
If you deliver happiness – tell
the customer – but also tell
them how you do it. Use your
existing customers testimonials
to highlight how your offer lives
up to its promise and makes
them happy. - and celebrate
the team that achieved it for
your brand.
Because ... “Happiness is an
inside job” William Arthur Ward
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AT CHRISTMAS
With the Coca-Cola ad recently being cited as number one

of things that “make Brits feel like Christmas has arrived”, we’ve
had a look into just what it is that makes this company top of

everyone’s Christmas list year on year. Could it be the heritage?
In 1931, Coca‑Cola commissioned
artist Haddon Sundblom to paint
Santa Claus for the company’s
Christmas adverts and marketing
campaign. Prior to this, Santa
had been portrayed in a variety
of ways: tall and gaunt; short and
elfin; distinguished and intellectual;
even pretty scarily in some cases.

Sundblom’s sketches for
Coca‑Cola painted Santa as a
warm, friendly elderly man with
human features including the
famous rosy cheeks, a white
beard, twinkling eyes and glowing
smile. This grandfather-style
Coca‑Cola Santa captivated the
public and, changed the image
of Santa Claus forever.
OR MAYBE THE STRATEGY?
The holiday season is extremely
important to the Coca-Cola
business worldwide, not only in
terms of sales but also value and
equity building. In order to drive
their key business objectives
over this period, Coca-Cola use
a very distinct strategy, choosing
to partner with their customers to
execute best-in-class in-store.
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THE COCA COLA STRATEGY:
Create an engaging, emotional experience,
disrupting shoppers in store to remind them
that Coca-Cola is the must have product to
bring people together and share happy
moments, evoking the true spirit of Christmas.
OBJECTIVES
1. Grow incidence and transactions by
increasing planned and impulse purchases
2. Strengthen brand love with Mums
and Teens
WHY MUMS AND TEENS?
• Christmas is the time of year when 		
families spend the most time together. 		
Family members who are distant, travel 		
to be with loved ones.
• That’s why Mums organise and plan
the most wonderful Christmas for her 		
family - she is seeking moments of
happiness and togetherness
• Traditions are the key element of every
celebration
• Teens will learn traditions and potentially
replicate for future generations
• They will influence what goes on Mum’s
shopping list over the Christmas period

AND THE COCA COLA ANSWER IS...
Coca Cola reminds us to think of others
and creates moments of togetherness
and happiness that families and friends
are seeking, particularly at Christmas time.
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ncredibly, this year for the first
time we witnessed Christmas
goods in-store as early as October,
a week before we had washed our hands of
Halloween. Perhaps this early retailing was
in response to confirmed signs of consumer
confidence growing through the summer,
or maybe it was just an attempt to obtain
as much of our Christmas budgets as soon
as possible.
In line with this real evidence in-store predictions
from sources such as Mintel and ONS suggested
a modest rise in spending this year over 2013.
We expect to see spending rise by 3% this year
to £37bn still very much driven by the big store
groups. But as expected online retailing will
rocket to 13%, just short of £5bn.
A huge amount of weighting has been put on
convenience to purchase this Christmas with all
the major store groups promoting online ordering
to store collections and in some cases free
shipping.
Consumers also suggest that 25% of them will
shop online at least once for this Christmas’s
retail bargains, so how does this shift start to
effect the in-store executions?
The Shopper Agency took a quick look
at 10 of the top retailers this Christmas to see
how their advertising (or promises) stack
up against their in-store experiences.
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TESCO

ASDA

JOHN LEWIS
John Lewis hit the TV this Christmas with a
beautifully shot, heart felt and sentimental ad
that truly tugged on the festive heartstrings the story of Monty the Penguin and his friend
Sam, giving that perfect gift, all wrapped up
in a soundtrack by Tom Odell.
When it comes to multichannel storytelling, John
Lewis know how to get it right. From TV to window,
to in-store experience and digitally, Monty the
Penguin was brought to life. We saw interactive
experiences in-store, enhanced by their tech
partnerships with Samsung and Microsoft; playful
windows and plenty of penguin-themed products
to buy. As this campaign was entirely aimed at the
younger members of the family, the adult gifting
areas lacked inspiration; something the retailer
would benefit from improving in future.
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Supermarket chain, ASDA have focused their Christmas
campaign on the special things that put a smile on your
face. Walking through the traditional pre-festive family
activities, the retailer promises a wide range of items –
gifts to Christmas essentials – to food for the big day,
all at an affordable price.

Tesco launched their Christmas campaign during the final episode
of Downton Abbey this year. A story of ‘switching on Christmas’,
showing families all over the country starting to decorate their
homes. The Ad is interlaced with Tesco stores and colleagues also
turning Christmas on, with the grand reveal of the Wigan store
adorned in over 1 million LED lights.

We visited several stores to see what made it from screen
to store; we were not disappointed in the overall execution.
From a great seasonal shop full of gift ideas and impulse-led
options, to a wide range of POS that communicated value
and choice. The in-store materials did not reflect the exact
TV imagery but the approach was consistent throughout the
store – and it did not look as though it had been a victim on
budgets spent elsewhere!

Sadly, we felt that was where the promise and magic ends. In-store it really
does not reflect the magic and excitement of the build up to Christmas.
POS look quite tired and underwhelming, range and products feel
disjointed with limited choices. We visited 5 Tesco stores, each remain
consistent in activation but all lacked that magical light show promised in
the ad. Tesco have a huge retail footprint in the UK and could make so
much more of their stores to bring a festive experience to their shoppers,
instead they chose value at the core and this transcends to the stores
execution. Sorry Tesco you did little to help in the festive experience.

LIDL
Discount supermarket chain, LIDL continued their
surprises advertising campaign with a festive meal
for 40 people. The TV spot shows the local crowd
tucking into a Christmas feast and commenting on
the quality and taste of the food, before trying to
guess where it comes from; the ‘big reveal’ is Lidl.
It’s a bold move for any brand to compare themselves
to up-market brands like M&S and Waitrose for quality;
with Lidl’s rise in popularity, we wanted to see how their
brand promise would translate in-store. What a surprise
we received! There was no Christmas spirit! The store’s
look and feel lacked the quality the brand was trying so
hard to convey throughout the campaign. Aisles were
over-powered with discount-led POS. It seems the
shopper experience was left in the production studio!
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BOOTS

M&S

Special Because follows the story of a family making it
home in time for early morning Boxing Day to meet their
Mum after her night shift. “For our customers, giving the
perfect Christmas gift offers much more than just the
present itself, it is a way for them to show how much
they care.”

Major high street retailer M&S have provided the
magic of Christmas with a Follow the Fairies campaign.
Lead by social media activity and several TV spots,
two fashionable fairies – Magic & Sparkle – help create
a “moment to escape the realities of every day and
give in to the joyfulness of the festive spirit.”

We could only find one reference to the campaign; a window
decal on the entrance doors with “Because They’re Special.”
The beauty department was perfect; each luxury perfume and
make-up brand had decorated and devised their own gifts,
encompassing the special message. The rest of the store felt
very ordinary – Christmas was secluded to a far, back corner.
There were no decorations and the signage to Christmas
Corner was big and indiscreet, with repetitive banners visible
down the aisle.

We visited the Leeds Trinity store to see what magic awaited
us. Marks & Spencer did not let us down. From the high street
window, right the way through the store, displays and main
aisles were adorned with fairies. While the concept could have
been - quite frankly - tacky, the displays maintained brand
integrity, demonstrating care and thought. Indeed, moments
were lost gazing at luxury food items and glittering dresses!

MORRISONS
Morrisons took the musical route this year,
featuring families, employees and a range of
available products in their TV commercial.
Aside from festive cheer, the campaign focuses
on “great value on fresh food and famous brands.”
The in-store experience was a tale of two halves;
every aisle was decked with colourful decorations,
their version of It’s Beginning To Look A Lot Like
Christmas was playing and each of the featured
products – such as the Gingerbread House – were
easy to find thanks to festive price tags. Meanwhile,
Morrisons was also promoting Match & More, which
dominated the window display and conflicted with
their festive branding. Along with some rack ‘em and
stack ‘em product displays, as an experience it simply
reminded you where you were – in a supermarket!
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ARGOS
This year’s Advent advert is undoubtedly the most
colourful and exciting from all the retailers;
a contemporary twist on the traditional Christmas
tree, the life-size advent calendar reveals a montage
of energised activity. The spot is part of the retailer’s
biggest campaign to date, aimed at re-positioning
Argos following their £300m investment into both
in-store and online.
With this in mind, we were hopeful that Argos would
have a strong in-store offering. We were sadly mistaken.
The campaign, with all its energy and colour, had made
it onto printed material and little else. The front windows
remained lifeless; the product displays were not unique;
plastic Christmas trees at various stages of dressing stood
around the store; and not a single decoration – traditional,
contemporary, or otherwise – decked the collection points.
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SAINSBURY’S

1 JOHN LEWIS

This year’s campaign, Christmas is for sharing, aims
to “inspire customers to share a memorable moment
with family and friends.” The supermarket chain went
to considerable lengths to authentically recreate
the extraordinary events of Christmas Day, 1914, to
commemorate the WWI centenary and raise funds
for The Royal British Legion.

Real love at first sight.

RANKING
OF

Christmas

We visited several stores in the Leeds area, looking to fill
our patriotic chocolate craving. The authentic experience
that Sainsbury’s strived to achieve in the TV campaign was
non-existent within the stores. While we were unable to find
the commemorative chocolate bars, the festive aisle certainly
exceeded our ideas of ‘sharing’ with family-sized tins of
biscuits and other treats. Cardboard POS and aisle hangings
quoted the campaign’s motto but failed to inspire.

RETAIL...

2 M&S

An exemplary retailer for converting
brand promise.

3 ASDA

Put a smile on our faces.

4 MORRISONS
Made a lot of effort.

5 POST OFFICE
Didn’t leave us feeling stresstive.

POST OFFICE
The Post Office have Christmas all wrapped up with the
help of British comedian, Robert Webb. Positioned as a
humorous infomercial, the spot tries to cover many of
the improvements the retailer has made to their service
- including longer opening hours, next day delivery
and new parcel sizes - to help you feel festive and not
stresstive.
We headed to our local branch and were pleasantly surprised.
Thanks to a new layout and self-service machines, the store
appeared to be running like a well-oiled machine. Even the
queue length – for this time of year – was low. As for décor,
it was minimal but no less than the store featured in the
commercial; but without a comedian reeling off festive puns,
there was a distinct lack of Christmas spirit.
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verall, we felt a little underwhelmed this
Christmas. Considering Christmas came even
earlier this year in retail the efforts by some
retailers certainly did not match our expectations.
All of our chosen retailers where on TV throughout
December and generally we loved their festive promises.
It was only John Lewis, Marks & Spencer and ASDA
who really came through with the experience in-store
to match their consumer messages.

O

We research over 3,000 shoppers each year and
consistently 80% of those rate in-store experience
as important to their shopping decisions when in-store.
If the big retailers want to get us into the Christmas spirit
even earlier in 2015, we urge them to focus more on their
shoppers experiences when shopping in-store.

6 BOOTS

Missed the special mark.

7 TESCO

Little help in the festive experience.

8 SAINSBURY’S
Just another trip to the supermarket.

9 LIDL

A completely underwhelming
shopping experience

10 ARGOS
Ba Humbug.
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WHY not

get in touch
Here at Valley, we have been inspiring design
for decades. Our creativity and originality is what
keeps us on our toes and enables us to remain
one of the leading retail marketing businesses
globally.
Knowing that the global economy is growing,
lets make things happen together.

T: +44 (0)1535 272861
E: enquiries@thevalleygroup.com

LEEDS
LONDON
PARIS
BERLIN
stockholm
MUMBAI
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

Harden Beck, Bingley,
West Yorkshire,
BD16 1BL

www.thevalleygroup.com

in-store marketing

